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8. Automated real-t ime en-route

remote monitoring and control of

parameters of vehicles



Violations of the legal requirements in terms

of permissible dimensions, total weight of

the vehicle and axial loads take a

significant place among the detected

violations in the course of road transport

that have significant negative financial

consequences and are critical from the

point of view of transportation safety.

Failure to comply with the prescribed

restrictions leads to the most serious

consequences, including damage to roads

and other infrastructure. It is no accident

that fines for such violations detected in

many States along the Asian international

highway network reach maximum values

among other violations.

Overall description

To ensure control over the weight and

overall parameters of vehicles, control

and Supervisory authorities use various

methods and technologies using

special technical means. Usually, these

control procedures involve the

interruption of the carriage and the

direction of the cars on a special

platform for measurements. During the

process of checking and processing

the results of the check in manual

mode, as well as in case of violation of

payment of penalties, there is an

undesirable contact between the

inspector and the driver, which

increases the risk of spreading the

COVID-19 virus.
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Overall description

weight meter using load cells embedded in the roadbed;

photo and video recording systems that provide recognition of state license plates of vehicles, as

well as their identification by category and type, number of axles, etc.;

optoelectronic sensors for measuring the dimensions of vehicles;

information boards with variable information, informing the driver in case of violations;

telecommunication modules that form protocols in the event of violations and interact with the

information systems of state control and Supervisory authorities and transport operators.

The solution to these problems is the use of an automatic control system for weight and overall

parameters in online mode without interrupting transportation and disrupting the traffic schedule. The

monitoring system is based on the integrated use of several types

of equipment, including: 
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Overall description

The use of this set of equipment does not require stopping the vehicle and can perform

measurements directly in the flow, during normal high-speed traffic.
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Figure 4. Example of an automated weight and size control station and its equipment



Overall description

Information on the results of monitoring compliance

with the conditions and routes of transportation,

weight and size parameters, and detected

violations should be provided in electronic format

via secure communication channels to the control

and Supervisory authorities of States along the route

of the vehicle. In addition, it is also necessary to

inform the transport company in electronic form

about the facts of detected violations.
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Expected benefits and linkages to the pandemic response

reduce the number and duration of physical contacts of people during weight and dimensional

control, registration and registration of results;

reduce the number of stops and downtime of vehicles on the route to carry out control

procedures and registration of results, including vehicles with issued permits for the transportation

of heavy and oversized cargo;

reduce the cost of transportation by reducing the damage caused by weight and size control

procedures:

The system of automatic control of weight and dimensional parameters in online mode on

international routes of Asian roads will allow you to:

      

      

      

o   unproductive downtime of vehicles;

o   disruption of cargo delivery schedules;
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Expected benefits and linkages to the pandemic response

increase the productivity of the used fleet of cars and drivers, without increasing their number

due to forced losses during downtime;

reduce the damage caused to roads and infrastructure as a result of exceeding the weight and

size parameters;

centralize registration and notification of control and Supervisory authorities on detected

violations on the route;

optimize business processes, coordination and efficiency of interaction between state

regulatory authorities on Asian international routes;

reduce opportunities for unfair competition among carriers by ensuring that violations are not

penalized;
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Expected benefits and linkages to the pandemic response

improve the quality and safety of cargo transportation on international routes of Asian roads;

identify differences in the requirements of national standards in a timely manner in order to take

coordinated measures to eliminate the causes of barriers to the transport of goods in

international traffic on Asian roads;

increase the transparency of control and supervision activities and eliminate negative

manifestations of the human factor.      
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Implementation examples
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weight and dimensional control systems for transport and cargo of VanJee Technology

Co., Ltd., China (1) ;

Automatic weight and size control system of TENSOR company, Russian Federation  (2);

Dynamic weighing systems from TENZOR, Czech Republic  (3).

Examples of the implementation of automatic weight and dimensional control systems

include:

(1) http://www.vanjee.net/

(2) http://tenzor-rostov.ru/avgk-avtomaticheskij-vesogabaritnyj-kontrol

(3) https://www.tenzovahy.cz/en
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Initial recommendations for

launching/strengthening similar

initiative in an interested

country/sector

The parameters of permissible dimensions, total

permissible vehicle mass and axial loads

significantly depend on the standards and

technical regulations adopted in each state in this

area, as well as on the category and current

technical condition of the road section that is part

of international transport corridors. States may

impose temporary additional restrictions on the

permissible total mass of the vehicle and

permissible axial loads.

The use of remote automatic control systems for

vehicle weight and size parameters should be

comprehensive. 10



Spontaneous or ill-considered placement of

weight and size control stations in practice leads

to a significant change in traffic flows, as a result

of which there is a redistribution of traffic flows to

uncontrolled and secondary road sections,

including those not intended for the passage of

heavy vehicles of international carriers. As a

result, the unacceptable load on secondary

road sections

increases significantly and leads to their

accelerated destruction. Therefore, the locations

and conditions for the placement and operation

of monitoring equipment on a network of

international routes should be harmonized.

It is advisable to include

measures to equip the road

network with weight and size

control systems in its

development plans for

strategic planning and

ensuring the development of

the transport system on

international routes of Asian

roads..

Initial recommendations for launching/strengthening similar initiative in

an interested country/sector (2)
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In world practice, the introduction of weight and size control systems

is usually carried out on the terms of public-private partnership. In this

case, the investor carries out the design and construction of the object,

putting it into operation and then transferring it to the state ownership. At

the same time, the investor gets the right to operate the facility, receiving

either a part of the fines for detected violations, or a fixed payment of

current operating costs and compensation for the amount of investment

costs in the period previously agreed in the contract. This legal scheme is

attractive to investors and has become the most widespread in the

world.

Initial recommendations for launching/strengthening similar initiative in

an interested country/sector (3)
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